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Short abstract:
In this session, you will explore a menu of ideas you can use to sprinkle some open pedagogy into your
online instruction. You will leave with 3 recipes ready to enhance online learner engagement in your online
content, interactions, and feedback by creatively using simple and freely available online tools.

Extended abstract:
For decades before the advent of OER, the term “open pedagogy” has been associated with learnercentered pedagogical practices. The power and public nature of the social web present endless
opportunities, options, AND choices for how learners can make their thinking and learning visible in the
online class environment.

Session Description:
This session will demonstrate how to focus on the learner and creatively enhance your online learner
engagement with learner-centered approaches that can be used to customize and tailor online learning
experiences for learners with the use of simple freely available online tools.
In this session, recipes for 3 open pedagogical practices will be shared to inspire possibilities for adopting
or adapting some open pedagogy into your own online and blended environments. You will explore a
menu of ideas you can use to sprinkle some open pedagogy into your online instruction. You will leave
with 3 recipes and a folder of resources from the presentation ready to help you enhance online learner
engagement in your online content, interactions, and feedback by creatively using simple and freely
available online tools.
Appetizer: Web annotation and social bookmarking in an online course. Using Diigo a (free) online social
bookmarking and web annotation tool to embed link rolls, to create community and resources that persist
outside the LMS and beyond the end of the term, and to annotate student work and web resources and
provide student feedback.
Main Course: Using video to actively engage online learners. Using YouTube or Vimeo to provide student
feedback, to invited the world into the online course, to enhance online social presence.
Dessert: Reflective blogging and metacognition to enhance online learning and collect feedback. Using
public blogging for academic and professional, to get descriptive feedback for course improvements, to
give learners the opportunity to explore and exercise their online voice and their digital identity.

Participants will:
•
•

•
•

Receive Online Recipe Cards that document all ingredients, directions, examples, tips,
suggestions, etc., necessary to try the recipes at home.
Discuss how to create online learning experiences that give learners choices and options in
how to engage, interact, personalize, and demonstrate their learning, with an emphasis on
ways that are meaningful to them, and that have the potential to inform, influence, and be
meaningful to others.
Actively engage and explore the tools demonstrated.
Have the opportunity to share their own examples of open pedagogy in an openly shared
online open pedagogy repository.

The Resources and Recipe Cards for this
presentation can be previewed here:
http://bit.ly/OpenPedagogy3recipes
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